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This three-book set is perfect for collectors and an ideal gift for readers unfamiliar with the

Dragonlance setting. The Chronicles Trilogy -- Dragons of Autumn Twilight, Dragons of Winter

Night, and Dragons of Spring Dawning--are enclosed in a hard-sided slipcover case featuring the

stunning cover art from the series.
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Amazing and compelling. These books may be listed as "fantasy

This book is just awesome. From its gold gilt edges to the foil in the cover to the included pictures,

this book is beautiful. The stories themselves are timeless classics.

Bought the Omnibus to reread again, makes it convenient having 3 in 1.I was given the 1st book in

the trilogy when it first came out as a Christmas present back in the 80's. Got around reading it a

few months later, honestly couldn't put it down.After reading the 1st one I lucked out getting the 2nd

one when it was released, to be honest, a saleswoman at the bookstore (Waldon's) screwed up and

sold me a copy that she grabbed from storeroom, the shipment of them had just arrived and where

not to be sold until midnight that evening. They sold out that evening within an hour.It's one of those

books in a series that you'll cram time to read whether waiting in line, riding a bus, sitting in the



backseat of a car, washing your clothes at the laundromat, or on the toilet.If you like magic, DnD

style storyline/world, characters of varies alignments, good and not so good working together in

order to battle a powerful foe, in a well thought out world, then this is a great series to read. Raistlin

Majere being one of my favorite characters, he's good at being bad.Word of advice, read these 3

books (Dragons of Autumn Twilight, Dragons of Winter Night, Dragons of Spring Dawning) before

picking up any other Dragonlance book.Some of the later books are hit and miss when it comes to a

good story, but for me the first three are by far the best.

About fifteen years ago I read The Death Gate Cycle by Weis and Hickman and really enjoyed it. I

picked that series up again this year and, to my surprise, devoured it with the same enthusiasm I

had as a child. That series was well written, engaging, mature, and nuanced. The first book took a

bit to get into, but then each book after was better and better.I bought the Dragonlance Chronicles

from Weis and Hickman hoping for more of the same, but I have to say I was disappointed. Maybe

the target audience is younger, or maybe it was a more junior work on the part of the authors, but

for whatever reasons this book felt much more like cookie-cutter fantasy fiction. While there were a

few unexpected turn of events, for the most part you can guess at the ending the whole time. The

characters, while each "developing" throughout the novel all still feel a little thin and predictable (e.g.

The spoiled child learns to grow up and be selfless and humble). Pretty basic stuff here. Not a lot of

depth of character and not a lot to grapple with. Pretty straightforward good guys vs. bad guys, and

you know what side people land on quickly.Unlike the Death Gate Cycle this was a series that I

would have enjoyed in my early teen years but is too simplistic and formulaic for me as an adult. If

you're reading this review and considering this series for yourself or as a gift, I'd actually suggest

just jumping skipping this bland appetizer and going straight to the delicious main course that is The

Death Gate Cycle.

I read these books when they were first published and had lost them throughout my many moves. I

ordered this one because I love reading this series

This book is in my top 5 of best books of all time. Its also one of the first books that I bought for

myself as a child. I am so glad I was able to purchase this edition before the price skyrocketed! I

love the camaraderie and how the friends all have a particular skill that helps the group. Sure there

is some dysfunction, but that is normal in groups and makes things more realistic. The characters

also have very distinct personalities that add to the group and therefore the story.



Read this series as a teen, wanted to read again!

This is my first venture into the DragonLance world. I am currently enjoying this trilogy very much

and am just getting into book 3.This is your basic good versus evil with a few twists. The characters

are quite diverse and interesting. I do believe that at least a few major characters have to pass away

to make the story more interesting and not fall into the happily ever after mode. I do recommend this

trilogy.
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